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‘Oh-laa’

The literal meaning of ‘o-laa’ is – support, assistance, shelter, or refuge!
But from the spiritual viewpoint there is a deeper connotation (or undertone).
Every life form needs some ones help to exist in the world. The moment a
child is born it depends on the ‘mother’, and then for the rest of his life he
looks up to some higher (being) to run his life. While living in the world we
have to face numerous challenges. When we ourselves cannot resolve them
then we have to turn to someone for help. In this way at every point in life we
are dependant on someone.
Apart from the materialistic life there is another life that is higher,
meaning a ‘spiritual life’! In reality without ‘spiritual life’ we have no other
life, without it (spiritual life) while being humans we are equal to animals.
This divine creation, which the Timeless Being created in His joy, has
two separate realms –
1

Spiritual Realm:- Within this realm, the divine illumination, that is

–
eternal well being
eternal comforts
eternal joy
love
affection
relish
joy
Naam
peace
calmness
is present and manifest.
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2

‘Materialistic realm’ that is - the realm of ego-ridden wisdom – in which the
fires of lower materialistic tendencies, like lust
anger
greed
attachment
egotism
selfishness
jealousy
hatred
envy
anxiety
desires

etc. are in attendance. The entire animate creation, engrossed in the ‘burning world’ is
suffering, wailing, screaming and living a life that is (depicted in Gurbani as follows)
‘I know nothing; I understand nothing. The world is a smouldering fire.’
1

In his meditation, Baba found the whole earth burning (with the fire of lust and
anger)
V Bh G 1/24

2

As is the fire within the womb, so is Maya outside.
The fire of Maya is one and the same; the Creator has staged this play.

3

The self-willed manmukhs are engrossed in attachment to Maya; their minds are
thirsty, burning with desire.
834

According to Gurbani, to save oneself from this ‘secret-fire’ or the ‘fire of
materialism’, the turning away of mind’s externally orientated consciousness and
focus from the ‘materialistic realm’ to the
cool
calm
comfort giving
wondrous
serene
cooling Naam
of the ‘Divine Sphere is indeed the
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‘hurrying to the sanctuary of the Lord’
‘taking to the Sanctuary of His lotus feet’
‘holding tight to the Support of the Lord's Name’
2

If on one side we light flames of fire and on the other side we place ice, then as
we get nearer the fire, to that degree the heat will continue to increase and the
cold decrease. If we reverse the process, and turn our back towards the fire and
move towards the ice, then the cold will to that degree increase and the heat
decrease.
This very law also perfectly befits our mental condition.
To the degree that we turn our back towards ‘peace giving serene Name
of the Lord’ and leave the refuge of our Divine Mother – the ‘Infinite Being’
that is forgetting Him or turning our face away, our consciousness and focus
will turn towards the ‘burning world’ and the Divine Peace and Serenity of the
‘Lord’s Naam’ will continue to decrease and we, to that degree, will divorce
ourselves from the spiritual blessings of the “Naam’.
Over a period of time we get so enmeshed in the quagmire of materialism
that other than this ‘burning ocean of grief’ a
higher
virtuous
beautiful
comfort-giving
salvation-giving
spiritual-life –
does not enter our consciousness!
does not come into our thoughts!
does not create a desire in us!
does not develop faith in us!!
does not create a need in us!!!
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Over numerous births our mind, burning and smouldering in this ‘mental
fire’, has been oxidised into slag. This is the reason why we have never had the
thought of coming out of it, let alone make an effort. In this way our self
inflicted hidden mental ‘fire’ keeps smouldering within us which, when
exposed to some simple common spark, will turn into a blaze and reduce its
surroundings into ash.
3

When this mental – fire becomes intense and unbearable, then we relieve (the
tension in) our mind by putting the blame on ‘others’ or ‘God’. At the same time
with our cleverness and cunningness we try to ward off the suffering and misery
(that results). When we are unsuccessful in this, we turn for ‘refuge’ or ‘help’ to
some more powerful officials, ministers or relations. When we do not get any
results whatsoever then we go to sadhus, saints, holy mendicants and deities for
‘protection’. When the matter (at hand), cannot be solved by one sadhu-saint or
holy mendicant, then we turn to another even though Gurbani reminds us 1

Reliance on mortals is in vain - know this well.

281

This is not the end. Man, to ward off the sufferings and miseries or for the
fulfillment of materialistic desires, struggles from door to door or through some
‘intoxicants’ or base ‘entertainment methods’ he tries to forget himself. All these
‘ways’ to forget mental problems or to ward them off are temporary measures,
which provide some superficial relief or confidence, but the hidden internal flames
of the mind are not doused nor can the heart experience coolness, peace and
serenity.
Where there is fire there can be no coldness.
Where there is coldness, there heat is absent.
Looking for coldness from the flames of fire is ridiculous foolishness.
But we who like to be known as the wise ones, knowledgeable and divine are
looking for peace of mind, serenity and coolness from the ‘fulfillment of desires’
while we are under the influence of the doubt-fallacy of egotism. Bhai Gurdas Ji
write about our state as follows –
2

Hopes and desires always attract his mind and being guided by evil propensities
he never attains peace.
How could a manmukh or mind orientated individual extinguish fire by pouring oil
on it.
V BG 15/9

To escape from this hidden mental fire we run to religious institutions, but
there too we take along our internal fire with us. We have lit the fire of jealousy,
duality, enmity, confrontation, greed, deceitfulness and ‘religious fanaticism’ in
our religious institutions as well.
3
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Man, out of fear from materialism finally goes to the gurdwara, but if after going
there he gets infected again with materialism, then where else can he go (for
relief from materialism)
KBG544
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In every field of life he flames of this fire are burning and the burning and
smouldering people are crying out –
Oh! Where is the coolness or calmness?
On hearing this cry from the heart of the world, Guru Baba Ji has blessed the
masses with divine life-guidance through Gurbani in the following way –
1
2

O my mind, hold tight to the Support of the Lord's Name.
The hot winds shall never even touch you.

179

The hot wind does not even touch one who is under the Protection of the
Supreme Lord God.

819

3

In the Lord's Sanctuary there is soothing coolness, peace and tranquility. He has
extinguished the burning fire.
210

4

Seeing that this world on fire, I have hurried to the Sanctuary of the Lord.

571

When a small child injured or cats and dogs run after him, he cries out ‘mummymummy’ or he runs up to the ‘mother’ because he has full faith that his ‘mother’ will
definitely save him from that danger. Mother’s bosom or ‘refuge’ indeed, is for him
the safest place, where no suffering, misery or disaster can approach.
5

Adopting the innocent mind of a child, I have found peace.

214

In this way, to call out for or ‘contemplate’ on Satguru with full conviction and
faith-filled desire, is indeed taking shelter with Satguru, taking refuge in Him. To
submit our minute desire into the spontaneous flow of the Infinite Being’s ‘hukam’ or
command, is in fact taking refuge in HIM. By turning away mind’s cleverness,
aphorisms-methodologies, petty arguments, egotism, me-mineness from materialism,
and submitting to the will of ‘hukam’ or divine support is infact ‘hurring to the
Sanctuary of the Lord.’
When a jungle catches fire, the deer and other animals in the jungle jump into a
river and save themselves from the heat of the fire. In the same way guru-orientated
persons or God-orientated beloveds leave their polluted egotism or materialistic –
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cleverness
aphorisms-methodologies
petty arguments
knowledge
philosophies
Why? What? How?
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of their anxiety-fear, apprehensions of their consciousness and like a
baby, innocently take shelter in the warm bosom of Satguru’s love of
the Self (within), and dwelling within the sadh sangat, the company of
the holy, through unceasing ‘simran’ or contemplation they get
absorbed in the ‘shabad-surat’ or word-consciousness and thereby
become the beneficiaries of the blessings of the Satguru. This is how
Satguru honours such a Guru-orientated soul with love –
1

The Dear Lord is my mother, the Dear Lord is my father; the Dear Lord cherishes
and nurtures me.
The Dear Lord takes care of me; I am the child of the Lord.
Slowly and steadily, He feeds me; He never fails.
He does not remind me of my faults; He hugs me close in His embrace.
Whatever I ask for, He give me; the Lord is my peace-giving father.
He has blessed me with the capital, the wealth of spiritual wisdom; He has made
me worthy of this merchandise.
1101-1102

2

He plays with me, He fondles and caresses me. Forever and ever, He blesses me
with bliss.
He cherishes me, like the father and the mother love their child.
1213

But rare are the blessed ‘guru-orientated people’ who take refuge in
the Naam of the Lord and enjoy divine love and poise –
3

The forest fire has burnt down so much of the grass; how rare are the plants
which have remained green.
384

In Gurbani we are over and over again emphatically instructed to
keep the company of such blessed guru-orientated persons who live in
spiritual poise and serenity –
4
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O my mind, seek their protection;
give your mind and body to those humble beings.
Those humble beings who recognizes God
are the givers of all things.
In His Sanctuary, all comforts are obtained.
By the Blessing of His Darshan, all sins are erased.
So renounce all other clever devices,
and enjoin yourself to the service of those servants.
L57/6
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Man looks towards the Infinite Being for shelter and to relate the divine
disposition of the Infinite Being who‘is Ever Benevolent’
‘is Ever Merciful’
‘Takes no account of sins’
‘Embraces with love’
towards his ‘off-springs’, the best example is that of the mother – child love.
When the child is in the mother’s womb, and its consciousness is connected with
the Creator, the whole arrangement for its growth and nurturing, is indeed
spontaneously taking place through its ‘Divine-Mother’, the Infinite Being. For nine
months, the refuge of the unceasing simran or contemplation of the Infinite Being,
keeps the child safe from the fire of the womb.
In our mother's womb, You blessed us with Your meditative remembrance, and
You preserved us there.
613

Even after birth the small baby is not aware of itself. In its innocence and faith
filled belief, it takes refuge in its ‘mother’. Because of this ‘dual-pull’ the mother too
sacrifices by taking on herself all the worries and arrangements that are needed in the
care and nurturing of the ‘new-born’ baby. The baby needs no cleverness,
cunningness, organization, worry, anxiety or running-around for itself, because it has
unwavering faith in that, it has its own being
who loves
who protects
who takes care
who initiates play
who cuddles
who worries
who is really concerned
who nurtures it with faith-filled-love. According to its innocent desires, ‘mother’ is its
God, Guru and the provider. For this reason the child –
released from fear
without any wants or needs
completely relaxed
without any attentiveness
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under the canopy of the parent’s refuge, plays and frolics, in joy, in happiness, in
ecstasy, ‘In the Lord's Love, (it) laughs, and in the Lord's Love, (it) weeps, also (it)
keeps silent’ and naturally lives a life of spontaneity.
L57/7

On the other side, the mother, immersed in household chores, remains
absorbed in her child. A mother could be lighting the fire in the fire-place, turning
the grinding wheel, and covered all over with the smell of sweat, but when a child
while crawling around comes into its mother’s laps, it forgets everything as it
gulps down the ambrosial nectar of mother’s love.
If a child while playing falls into a smelly place or into some muddy dirt, gets
dirty, gets injured, the mother even if she is well dressed, wearing ornaments,
donning very expensive clothing, the moment she hears the cries of her precious
child, a part of her flesh and blood, she will clasp the child to her bosom, lovingly
smother it with kisses, lullabuys and pats it to sleep. The mother has neither any
self interest in this faith-filled service nor has she any desire for salvation. In fact,
the mother, experiencing the pull of love for the child, sacrifices herself and in so
doing cultivates the ‘incessant hukam or command’ of the Creator. This is the
extraordinary divine miracle of the mother – child love.
But this umbrella of mother’s love or ‘attachment’ works on the child for
only, for as long as the child submits or remains in tune with the mother’s
thoughts, wishes, faith-filled-desires, (that is willingly and gracefully) accepts her
‘shelter’ or ‘refuge’. When a child matures, becomes self willed, is not in harmony
with the mother’s love filled desire, and does as he pleases, then he distances
himself from the mother’s warmth and blessings and faces the consequences of his
actions, faces pitfalls for all of which, he himself is responsible.
The reason for this is that when the child becomes self-willed and moves
away from ‘motherly love’ or he does away with her shelter or refuge, then his
connection with the fountain of ‘motherly love’ gets disconnected, and living an
insipid life he faces the consequences of his deeds. Even then the goodwill
thoughts and blessings of ‘motherly-love’ in the mother’s heart remain intact and
when the child seeks mother’s shelter after facing misery from his cleverness and
‘self-willfulness’, the mother yet again embraces him and showers on him her
warm love and goodwill blessings.
If the son, in anger, runs away,
even then, his mother does not hold it against him in her mind.

478

In the same way when we, under the influence of the doubt-fallacy of
egotism, leave the ‘shelter’ or ‘protection’ of the Infinite Being and move into
‘second (or worldly)-love’, and fall prey to the five (lust, anger, greed, attachment,
ego), we are
L57/8
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turning away from the love of our ‘Divine-Mother’, or leaving Her ‘refuge’ and
getting deeply absorbed in the scintillating miracles of materialism ,we divorce
ourselves from all HER virtues, bounties and blessings.
To benefit from an electrical current the wires must be connected. In the
same way to become the recipients of the Timeless Being’s limitless, bountiful,
comfort-giving, emancipating, bounties, the wire of our mind’s consciousness
should be connected to the ‘Lord’s Naam’ within our innate soul-self.
It is clear from this example that it is only with the disruption in our faithfilled desire that we get disconnected from the wire of ‘godly-love’.
1

Forgetting the Transcendent Lord, all sorts of illnesses are contracted.
Those who turn their backs on the Lord shall be separated from Him and
consigned to reincarnation, over and over again.

135

The cleverness, intelligence, petty arguments and criticisms-condemnations that
well up from the doubt-ridden fallacy of our egotism is the one that keeps us divorced
from the warm bosom of our ‘Divine-Mother’, the Supreme God. As we leave the
‘refuge’ of the Timeless Being and become faithless, belief-less, loveless, to that
extent the pull of our love-cord gets weaker and weaker and the Divine bounties that
we derived from this (pull of our love-cord) keep getting less and less.
Just as with the advent (or coming) of dusk the light gets progressively less and
the darkness keeps increasing. In the same way when man distances himself from the
Divine Illumination of Naam, the darkness of materialistic desires and doubt-fallacy
keep increasing.
2

Love for the Lord wears off, and the child becomes attached to desires; the script
of Maya runs its course.
921

Even then, while participating in a satsang, the company of the holy,
somehow man’s soul wakes up and he seeks the shelter of Lord, to free himself
from the net of the delusive materialism, then, the ‘Divine-Mother’ remaining true
to HER disposition, become merciful towards him, and rewards him with divine
gifts from HER being.
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3

The Lord lovingly embraces whoever comes to the Lord's Sanctuary - this is the
way of the Lord and Master.
544

4

O Dear Lord, You cherish and sustain those who seek Your Sanctuary.

L57/9
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Our Divine Mother-Father knew that man, under the influence of egotism
can forget his provider, the Primal Being, through his maxims and
methodologies. That is why the Primal Being, to remove apostates like us from
(the state of) ‘forgetfulness’ and bring us into ‘remembrance’ or bring us back
under the warm and comfort-giving canopy of the Infinite Being’s refuge, sent
from the source according to the needs of the times gurus, peers, fakirs,
sadhus, saints, great evolved souls and guru-orientated beloveds who gave
spiritual guidance to mankind.
1

The Lord Himself sent His Holy Saints, to tell us that He is not far away.

2

The Holy Saint is the very embodiment of the Lord's form.
He Himself saves us from the great fire.

929
1005

All this is love’s personification Infinite Being’s infinite faith-filled
disposition
mercy
blessings
guru’s grace
manifestation
symbol
for His own ‘off-springs’ the mankind.
The earthly mother has in her bosom unfathomable love for her missing
off-spring ; she cannot bear the separation from her child; she keeps looking
for information about her ‘lost-child’, and she keeps longing and yearning to
embrace and give the warm love of her bosom to her child. She keeps sending
messages of love trying to motivate and pull the child towards her.

10

In the same way our ‘Divine – Mother’, the Primal Being too cannot bear
the separation of HER off-springs. That is why in each and every particle of
the creation, HE has placed the ‘essence of life’, the ‘soul’, the craving for HIS
LOVE or the pull for HIS off-spring, so that man’s attraction for his creator
keeps taking place. To the degree that the shroud of man’s egotism keeps
getting thinner and thinner, to that degree his consciousness and awareness
gets soul realization and the pull towards its center or source innately keeps
getting stronger.
10

The pull, connection or yearning of this Divine-Love is two pronged. On
one side the Infinite Waheguru is pulling HIS ‘off-springs’ towards HIMSELF
and on the other side man unknowingly, spontaneously is being pulled towards
his center – the Primal Lord.
I have fallen in love with my Beloved Lord. ||Pause||
Cutting it, it does not break, and releasing it, it does not let go. Such is the string
the Lord has tied me with.
827

The form this Divine Love – cord takes is –
faith-filled desire
awe-filled inclination
love of the self within
love - yearning
service-orientated
simran (contemplation)
sacrificing the self.
But (steeped) in the doubt-fallacy of egotism, man regards himself as the
exclusively controller and with his sharp intellect he (lives his life)
demonstrating his intelligence and craftiness. In this way we invite enmityconfrontation, jealousy, duality, quarrels-fights, animosity with one another
and as a result we suffer as we burn and smoulder in fear, worry and anxiety.
If a small child who for some reason gets lost and upon growing up
becomes a servant in his father’s kingdom, he will be treated just like any
other servant. But if on some ones urging he recognizes his father and return to
take shelter under him, then he will revert from being a ‘servant’ to being a
‘son’ and he becomes the beneficiary and heir to his father’s wealth.
In the same way, if we once again want to enjoy the warmth of the
comfort-giving bosom of ‘Divine-Mother’, the embodiment of the Timeless
Lord; (if) we want to become the recipients of the divine blessings; (if) we
want to save ourselves from the heat of the ‘hidden fire the world is consumed
in’, then we
11

have to mould our lives according to the light of the lines from Gurbani which
appear below.
1

If you yearn for eternal peace, then seek the Sanctuary of the Lord.

1427

2

Give up your cleverness, good people - remember the Lord God, your King!
Enshrine in your heart, your hopes in the One Lord. O Nanak, your pain, doubt
and fear shall depart.
281

3

O my mind, continually, continuously chant the Naam, the Name of the Lord.
You shall not burn in the ocean of fire, and your mind and body shall be blessed
with peace.
1006

4

No one is anyone's companion; why take any pride in others?
With the Support of the One Name, this terrible world-ocean is crossed over. 398

5

O mind, take the sheltering support of the Lord's Name.
Remembering Him in meditation, evil-mindedness is dispelled, and the state of
Nirvaanaa is obtained.
901

6

Hey, soul: your only Support is the Naam, the Name of the Lord.
Whatever else you do or make happen, the fear of death still hangs over you. 211
The end
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